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Abstract." It is well known that limit periodic continued fractions can be accelerated by modifications using converging 
factors. In this paper the repeated use of modifications i  studied in the case of a constant converging factor and in the 
case of Aitken's A 2 process. Based on these modifications, a method for controlling the error is proposed. 
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Introduction 
We consider the continued fraction 
C = b o+ + + . . . ,  bo,a i ~ C 
with lim, _. ~ a, = a, a 4= - 1 + c with c ~ 0. In that case the continued fraction converges and 
3r~C,  I r l  < lsuchthat  
lim (C , - -  C ) / (Cn_ I  - C)  = r 
where C, is the n th convergent of the continued fraction [5]. Moreover r = -x l / (1  + Xl) where 
x 1 is the zero of smallest modulus of x2+ x -a  = 0. We shall assume in the sequel that r 4= 0 
(which is equivalent o a va 0). This is not an important restriction since, in this case, the 
continued fraction converges uper-linearly and thus it is less crucial to be able to accelerate its 
convergence. 
The notations will be as follows: 
1 a~l A ,  C"=b°+ + ' "  + l1 - B, '  
an+I [  a ,+2 l  
R. -  I--f- + I---5-- + " '  
Then obviously, 
1 a,,[ R,,[ C=b0+ + " +~v-+ 
I-1-' l i  
h, = B./Bn_I.  
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and 
with 
Rn = an+l/(1 + Rn+I) 
Ro=C-b  o. 
We recall that, under the preceding assumptions on a, l im. _~ ~ R. = x~ and lim. __, ~ h. = 1 + x]. 
Writing the recurrence relations of the convergents it is easy to see that 
C=(A.+R.A._]) / (B.+R.B._]) ,  n =0,  1, . . . .  
This relation cannot be used in practice to compute C since the computation of the sequence 
(R. )  needs the knowledge of C. We set 
S.(w)=(A.+wA._])/(B.+wB._I) ,  n=0,  1, . . . .  
Since the sequence of tails (R.)  is unknown we shall replace it by another sequence (rn) and 
consider the new sequence (S.(r.)). Such a procedure is called a modification of the continued 
fraction and (r.) is called a sequence of converging factors. In [3], conditions on the choice of 
(rn) in order to accelerate the convergence, are given. In the next two sections, special choices of 
the converging factors will be considered and the corresponding modifications will be repeated. 
Modifications with constant converging factors 
We shall first study the simplest case where the sequence (rn) of converging factors is constant. 
Since the acceleration is subject o a choice such that lim. _~ ~ r. = x], the only possibility is Vn, 
1". = x 1. This choice has been studied extensivelly in the literature. In [8], the authors proved that 
lim (S.+l(X]) -C) / (Sn(x]) -C)=rS=r* 
H ---~ OO 
where 8 = l im.~ (a .+ l -  a) / (a . -  a) is assumed to exist. Of course if 181 < 1 the conver- 
gence has been accelerated, that is 
lim (S . (x l ) -C ) / (C . -C)=O.  
//----> OO 
If 161 = 1 the sequence (C . )and  (S.(xl)) have the same asymptotic error coefficient r but 
(S.(x])) still converges faster than (C.) and the acceleration obtained can be, however, interest- 
ing as showed by S~ = )t n and T. = X"/nk with ]Xl < 1 and k >/1 fixed. These two sequences 
have the same asymptotic error coefficient, (T~) converges faster than (S.) and T./S. = n -k 
which tends very quickly to zero if, for example, k = 10. 
Let us now try to accelerate the convergence of the sequence (S.(xl)). This sequence can be 
considered as the sequence of convergents of the continued fraction 
a~ll a~l 
where b~=xl + xl, a~=(aa-a) / ( l  + x]), 1) l= l+x 1, a*=5./1)._ll) ., 5.=a._l~J6._1, 
b =ba(1 + r6./8._1), and 6.=a. -a  [9]. 
Since (S.(xa)) converges linearly then, by Theorem 4 of [5], the continued fraction C* is limit 
periodic and l im. ~ ~ a* = a * e - ¼ + c with c ~< 0. It can be easily checked that a * = - r6/(1 
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+ rS) 2. We shall assume that 8:~ 0 (which is equivalent o a* :~0) since in that case the 
convergence of (Sn(x 1)) is super-linear and it don't need to be accelerated. 
Let x~* be the zero of smallest modulus of x 2 + x - a* = 0. We have r* = r8 = -x~/ (1  + x~) 
that is Xl* = - r */(1 + r * ). 
__  :g * Let C* -A  n/BA be the convergents of C* We set 
S*(w)=(A*  +wA* 1) / (B* +wB* 1). 
We have C* = S*(0) = Sn(Xl). Since this continued fraction is limit periodic then the sequence 
(S* (Xl*)) converges faster, that is 
lim (S~*(x~' ) -C) / (S* (O) -C)=O.  
n ~  
-a*  a* If 38* such that 8" = limn_~ ~ (a*+l ) / (a*  - ) then, by Theorem 1 of [7]: 
lim (S*+l (x f~) -C) / (S* (x~) -C)=r*8*=r88  *. 
As above, the sequence (S*(xf ' ) )  can be considered as the successive convergents of a new 
continued fraction. By Theorem 4 of [5], this new continued fraction is limit periodic and, thus, 
the same process can be repeated again. Such a repetition was studied in [9] in a particular case. 
The method and the results can be summarized as follows: 
(1) We consider the continued fraction 
C=b0+ a[~ +-~ +- - .  
with lira n ~ ~ a n = a =# - 1 + c w i th  c ~ O. We assume a =# O. 
(2) We set b0 (°) = b 0 a(~ °) = a n for n = 1, 2,... and a (°) = a. We set k = 0. 
(3) Let Q~)= A(~)/B} k) be the convergents of the continued fraction 
C~k)=b~o k ) + -  + - -  + . . . .  
We set 
S~*)(w)=(A(,k)+wA(~l)/(B}k)+wB(~k)~), n:0 ,  1,. . .  
we have S~(k)(0) = Qk). 
• (4) Let x~ k) be the zero of smallest modulus of x 2 + x - a (k) = 0 and let r (~) = -x f~) / (1  + 
(5) Then 
lim (s~k)(x~k)) - C)/(s~k)(o) - c )  =o. 
n ---> OQ 
(6) We assume that 38 (~) such that 8(k) = limn ~ 8(~)n+l//8(k)n with -n'~(k) = a~ k) -- a (k). Then 
lim (~(~)( , - (~)~- C)/(S(~k)(x~ k)) - C )= r(k)8 (k) 
\ ~ 'n+ 1 \ '~1 ] 
n ---~ oo  
If 8 (*) = 0 then stop. If such a 8 (k) does not exist then stop, since, by Theorem 4 of [5], the 
continued fraction C (k+~) is not limit periodic. 
(7) We set r (k+~) = r(k)8 (k) and we consider the continued fraction 
_ _  a~k+a) I C (k+l) = bo (k+l) + a~k+l) l + - -  + . . .  
I1 I1 
70 
with 
and 
We have 
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b(ok+l)=x}k)+b~k), a~k+l)=8~k)/(1 + x}k)), 
a(2k+l)=a}k)'y(2k)/(1 + x}k))2(1 + r(k)y(2k)), 
a(k+a) .(k) ,,(k)/( 1 + x~k))2(1 q_ r(k)Tff))( 1 + r(k)Tff_)l) '
n = ~n- - l ln  / \  n=3,4 , . . .  
y(k) 8(k)/x(k) 
:-" n ~'an-l" 
lim a(n k+l )= - - r (k+l ) / (1  + r(k+l))2=a(k+l)--t= 1 + C 
with c 4 0 and a (k+l) ¢ O. 
We also have 
x} k+l)= --r(k+l)/(1 +r (k+l)) and S(nk+l)(o)-~s(k)(x}k)). 
(8) The continued fraction can be modified again by replacing k by k + 1 and returning to 
point 3. However it must be understood that such a procedure does not necessarily give a better 
approximant after a few steps since the acceleration is only an asymptotic property. 
Let us consider the example (to be compared with [6]): 
z I z/2l  Logo g + 
corresponding to 
a l =z ,  
We have lim a, 
r (1) = ~. 
3z/10 I z/61 2z/61 2z/101 + + . . .  
+- IT  -+  l1 + I1 I1 
n n 
a2"= 2(2n-1)z  and a2 ,+ l -  2 (2n+1)z  for n=l ,  2, . . . .  
=¼z and 8 ( ° )=-1 .  If z=24wehave  x} °>=2, r (°)=-7,2 x}1)=_~2 and 
8(1) /8(1)  ~--- 1 - X, with X, >/0 and lim X, = 0. n+l /  n 
But the ratio X,+l/X . takes alternatively the values 0 and + oc and lim,__. ~2(22+ /8  (2) 1/  2n 
l im, -.o~ 8(2)2,+1//8(2)2n+2 : _ _  "3"7 The continued fraction C °) is not limit periodic and the process has 
to be stopped. 
Aitken's A 2 process 
In this section we shall first show that some sequence transformations used in numerical 
analysis to accelerate the convergence can be viewed as modifications of continued fractions. 
We consider the sequence transformation (C,) --* (C*) defined by 
C*=(C,g,+l - -C,+lgn) / (gn+l- -gn) ,  n=0,1 , . . .  
where (g,) is an auxiliary sequence such that Vn, g,+l ~ g~. It is easy to see that 
C*=&+I(-Bo+Ig.+I/B.g.). 
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Thus any sequence transformation of this form can be considered as a modification of the initial 
fraction corresponding to the converging factors r. + 1 = - B. + lg. + 1/B. g.. 
We must notice that many sequence transformations have the above form: Richardson 
extrapolation, Aitken's A 2 process, E-algorithm [1,7], for example. Since Aitken's process is one 
of the most popular acceleration method we shall now study it in more detail. It corresponds to 
the choice gn=ACn . Since AC.=( -1 ) "a l  . . .  an+I/BnBn+ 1 we have r .=a .+ l /h .+ a. But 
l im. ~ a.  = a = x1(1 + xi) and lim. ~h.  = 1 + x 1. Thus l im._~ i". = xl and by Theorem 1 of 
[3] the convergence is accelerated 
lira (C* -C) / (C . -C)=O.  
nk .~ 
We shall now calculate the asymptotic error coefficient of the sequence (C*)  to compare it 
with the results obtained in the preceding section. We set h. = 1 + x 1 + %. 
Theorem 1. f f  Vn, 3. 4:0 and if 3,8 such that l im. ~ %/3.+ 1 
lim (C~*+I -C) / (C* -C)=r .  
? / -q .  ~ 
I f  l im._.~ 3.+1/% = 0 then the preceding limit is equal to r 2. 
= t8 and 18(1 + 2Xl) 4: 1, then 
Proof. The first part of the proof is similar to that of [8, Theorem 1]. 
A.+ 1 + r.+lA . A .  + r .A ._  1 
Sn+l ( rn+l ) -  Sn( rn )= Bn+ 1 q- rn+lB n B. q- rnBn_ 1 " 
We reduce to the same denominator and we use the relations 
A.B ._ I  A . _ IB .  ( -1 )  "+1 
_ = a I . . .  a n 
and 
Thus 
A.B ._  2 -  B .A ._  2 = ( -1 ) "a l  . . .  a ._  1. 
Sn+~(rn+l ) -Sn( rn ) - [  an hn- l+rn -1] [an+l - rn - rnrn+l  1 
S . ( r . )  - S._ l (r ._a) h .h . _  1 h.+ 1 + r.+ 1 a , -  r._ 1 - r._ar . " 
When n tends to infinity the first bracket ends to 
a 1 q- x I -q- x I x 1 
- -  - -  r 
(1+x l )  2 l+x  l+x  1 l+x  1 
if 1 + 2x 1 va 0, since a = x1(1 + Xl). The condition 1 + 2x 1 ~ 0 is equivalent o r =/= 1 which is 
satisfied. Let us now examine the second bracket in which the numerator and the denominator 
tend to zero. Since h.h.+ 1 = h. + a.+ 1 and r. = a.+l /h .+ 1 it is equal to 
2 
a.+ 1 h. h. + an+ 1 hn+ 1 - hn+ 1 - a.+ 2 
an h.+l h.+l +an+ 2 h2 . -h  n -an+ 1 
When n tends to infinity the first three ratios tend to 1. The fourth ratio is equal to 
3 .+2-  %+1(%+1+ 1 + 2xl) 
3n+ 1 - %(~. + 1 + 2Xl) 
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or, if Vn, 3 n 4= 0 
3n+2[l--(en+l/3n+2)(en+l + 1 + 2xl) ] 
3n+111- (en/3n+l)(C n+ 1 + 23:1) ] 
Let us assume that 319 such that lim n _+ ~ e,,/3 n + 1 = 19. Since h n ( h, + 1 - 1) = a n + 1 then 
(1 + xl)en+ 1 "~-£n(Xl -}-,n+l) = 3n+1 or 
£n+ 1 E n 3n+13n+2 (1 + Xl) ~--~+2 + ~ (Xl + en+l) = 1" 
Thus 33 such that 
3 = lim 3n+1/3  n = lim G+1/% 
n-+oo n --> oO 
and 193(1 + Xl) + 19x 1 = 1. Moreover 19 va 0 since 19 = 0 would imply 3 = oo which is impossible. 
Finally, the ratio tends to 3 if fl(1 + 2Xl) ¢ 1 that is if 3 4= 1. Using Lemma I of [8] gives the first 
part of the theorem. 
Now if l im, __,~ 3n+l/f .n = 0 then, since 3,+1/% = (1 + Xl ) (en+l /£n)  q- X 1 q- en+l,  3¢ such that 
l im,_~ ¢n+1/% = c and (1 + xl)c = -x  I that is E = r. The fourth ratio of the second bracket is 
equal to 
en+l'(an+2/en+,)--(,n+ lq- 1 + 2Xl) 
% (3n+1/%)- (% + 1+ 2x,) 
which tends to e if 1 + 2x I 4= 0, that is if r ~ 1. In that case l im, _, oo(C*+1 - C) / (C*  - C) = re 
----r 2. [] 
This theorem explains the numerical results obtained in [8, p. 136, remark 3]. 
If Vn, 3 n = 0, the fourth ratio of the second bracket in the proof of theorem 1 tends to r and 
we obtain a result already given in [4, Theorem 3, 1 and 5] for k = 1. 
Let us also remark that if 3c such that lim,__,~ %+1/% = c then lim,__,~ 8~+1/% = (1 + Xa)~ 
+ xv If ~ 4= r then l im, ~ 3n+1/3 ~= 3 = c. 
From the preceding theorem and by a classical result on Aitken's A2 process, since I r3] < 1 
the same acceleration method can be applied again to the sequence (Cn) and the convergence will 
be again accelerated. Moreover, as in the first section, the sequence (C,) can be considered as the 
sequence of convergents of a new continued fraction which is also limit periodic by Theorem 4 of 
[51. 
Error control 
In [2] it was shown how sequence transformations can be used to control the error, that is to 
estimate it. We shall now first extend these results to complex sequences and then apply them to 
continued fractions. 
Let (S,) be a complex sequence converging to S. It is transformed into another sequence (Tn). 
Let b be a complex nonzero constant; we set 
r.(b) = r . -  b ( r . -  s.) 
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and we consider the disc of center T n and radius I Tn - Tn(b) I 
I , (b )  - ( z~C I IT . - z l  ~ I T . -  T.(b) 1). 
We shall study the conditions under which S ~ In(b ). 
Let e n be defined by 
Sn-S= ( -1  + en) (T . -  Sn), 
or equivalently by 
Tn-S=en(Tn-Sn) .  
We have 
I T . -S I  ~ I L -Tn(b) I - - Ib [  IT . -  Sn I 
or 
ten l lZn-Sn[<~lb l lT~-S . I .  
Thus we obtain: 
Theorem 2. We assume that 3N, Vn >t N, T n 4= S n. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
Vb ~ O, 3N such that Vn >1 N, S ~ In(b ) is that 3N such that Vn >1 N, l e. I ~ I bl • 
If (Tn) converges faster than (Sn) then (en) tends to zero and 3N, Vn >/N, Tn * S,. Thus we 
have: 
Theorem 3. I f  T n - S = o(S n - S), then Vb 4= O, ]N  such that Vn >t N, S ~ I ,(b).  
Let us 
such that T n - S = 
is cascade. We set 
Vn(b) = 
and 
Jn(b) = 
now consider the case of two sequence transformations 
(Sn) T~(~rn) V~(Vn) 
o(S n - S) and V n - S = o(T n - S). We shall say that T and V accelerate (Sn) 
Vn-b(Vn-  Tn), b~C, b ,0  
( z~Cl  I gn -z l  <~ Ign-  gn(b) I). 
Theorem 4. Let T and V be two transformations accelerating ( Sn) in cascade. Then Vb 4= 0, 3N 
such that V n >~ N, S ~ Jn ( b ) c ln ( b ). Moreover V a ~ C, Vn ( a ) - S = o( S. - S ). 
Proof. From Theorem 3, Vb 4= O, 3N, Vn >1 N, S ~ Jn(b). Moreover Vb, Vn(b ) - S = o(S~ - S). 
We shall now prove the inclusion of the discs that is z ~Jn(b) implies z ~ In(b ) or, in other 
words, that IV n -  z] ~< ]V n -  Vn(b ) ] implies [T n -  z[ ~< ]T n -  Tn(b ) [. We have 
I Tn -z l  ~ IVn-z l  + ]Tn-  Vn[ < [Vn- Vn(b)I + ITn - Vnl 
< (1 + Ibl)lTn- Vnl. 
But 
L -  T~(b) - b S~ S ~-S  S~-  S ~ " 
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When n tends to infinity this ratio tends to zero. Thus 3N such that Vn >/N 
IT. - v.  I / I r .  - r . (h )  l < 1/(1 + Ibl) 
andthusVn>~N, I Tn -z l  <~ [T , -T , (b )  I. [] 
This general procedure can be applied to limit periodic continued fractions via the repeated 
modifications described in the two preceding sections. Let us, for example, consider the first 
modification. 
If, for k=O, . . . ,K ,  6 (k) exists and 3 (k+l) does not exist, then, for k=O, . . . ,K ,  
(s(~k+l)(x~k+l))),~ N converges faster than (S(~k)(x~k)))n~ N. Let I(~k)(b) be the disc of center 
Sn(k+ l)[ ~(k+ ~(k+ l)( .~(k+ ~1 1)) and radius I bl I ,, ~1 1)) _ s~k)(x~k~) l, then by the preceding theorems we 
have the following. 
Theorem 5. Vk = 0,. . . ,  K, Vb 4= O, 3N such that Vn >1 N, C ~ l(,k)(b). Vk = 1,. . . ,  K, Yb :g 0, 
3N, ' f in )  N, l(nk)(b)C_ l(~k-1)(b). Moreover Va¢0,  v , (k ) (a ) -C=o(S(~k-1) (x~k-a) ) -C)  (n
~)  where V~(k+l)(a)= s(k+l)(x~k+l)) -'~te(k+l)['c(k+l)~ c(k)[--(k)~l t~t*'n \" ' l  ) -- On ~,'~1 11" 
In practice, it is of course fundamental to determine the index N such that Vn >1 N, l en I <~ b. 
For modifications of continued fractions we have 
1 - rn/R . 
e .= (r . /R. ) ( (C,  _C) / (C~_ I_C)  - 1) 
and thusl even for limit periodic continued fractions, the problem is a difficult one. 
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